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The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 places a legal duty on employers and 
hence it is essential to appoint a Fire  Warden and/or Fire Marshall  to meet the 

relevant parts of that statute. 
Guide to content: 
 

  How fires are started,  basic chemistry to extinguish a fire and methods,  escape routes, escape 
doors, flammability of  building components, methods to check/identify  fire doors, dealing with  injured, 
disabled, or seriously ill. Dealing with some complications that may arise in a fire. 
 

 Signs, lighting, alarms, detection equipment etc and managing evacuation procedures. Duties of the 
Fire Warden / Fire Marshall, essential checks and procedures managing fire drills. Fire fighting, what 
can and cannot be done,  maintenance checks and recommended frequencies. 
 

 Priorities for the Fire Warden and what can be used as fire fighting equipment. Convective, 
conductive and radiation transmissions, awareness of the requirements during building or alteration 
works, various fire fighting systems, and automated  systems. Procedures on how to escape in a smoke 
filled environment. How to deal with panic and understanding the basics of some psychology and  typical 
reactions that  may occur when people evacuate. 
 

Supporting video,  group   exercises,   practical use of fire extinguisher  and  a group  project . 
Comprehensive notes provided with the course. 

                                                                                       

Course content and duration may vary as a result of changes needed to comply with the requirements of legislation or 
necessary updates, but details were correct at the time of publication. 

                                                      
                           

Course notes included, Full days tuition (typically 0900 to 1630) 
This is a certificated course (plus passport cards) and is assessed with a multi choice test. 

 

(you can have as few as you like in the group or the max permitted or even 1:1 tuition) 
-------------------- 

 

Quotations by BST are provided for the course to meet your specific requirements and will vary 
 dependant on the number of candidates, distance, and venue etc.  

 
We also provide a half day course to meet the statutory duty to train all staff in fire awareness and this 

 can include your own building evacuation arrangements – please ask for details. 
 
 
      

Bespoke Safety Training & Consultancy Limited 
 

0115 928 4221 ask for Chris Haley        safety.bespoke@gmail.com 
www.bespokesafetytraining.com     

                                             Nottingham, East Midlands NG8 1GR                         2786 / 22-8-2017    

A certificated Full Day course 
Attendance dates to meet YOUR needs 

at YOUR place of work 
or at a venue of YOUR choice 

 
Delivered by a Tutor who is a 

  Chartered  Practitioner with IOSH 
 


